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WEATHER ANNIVERSARIES: 
MARCH/APRIL

25 years ago, March 1990 was dominated by mild westerly winds but anticyclones were 
seldom far from southern Britain and over much of the country the month was mainly 
dry (MSL pressure reached 1047.9 mb in the Isles of Scilly on the 3rd, and the monthly 
mean was 1028 mb near the south coast). In northwest Scotland, on the other hand, 
incessant moist winds rising over the western upslopes deposited enormous amounts 
of rain; many of the hill stations recorded over 750 mm during the month, and a few had 
over 1000 mm (1181 mm at Dalness Forest in Glen Etive, Argyll). In complete contrast, 
parts of eastern Scotland had only 10-15 mm and at some places in Kent the monthly fall 
was as little as 2 mm. (Official records include a daily fall of 187 mm at Kinloch Hourn, 
in the Northwest Highlands, on the 15th, but this has little support from neighbouring  
stations.) A warm airstream from North Africa raised temperatures above 20° C on 17 
and 18 March (22.3° C at Cambridge). April had more variable weather types, including 
some cold polar outbreaks; and after a largely frost-free winter some places recorded 
sharper frosts this month than in any of the preceding ones. It was again dry in many 
areas away from the northwest.

50 years ago, March 1965 was a month of temperature extremes. A very cold  
Arctic airstream covered the country at the beginning. On the 3rd the temperature fell to  
-21.7° C at Corwen, in north Wales, and the following night a depression from the 
Arctic moving south across Ireland produced a blizzard over Wales and western and 
central England, where mean snow depths exceeded 20 cm in places and there were 
deep drifts. On the 4th, as the blizzard slowly cleared away, temperatures failed to rise 
above freezing in the south in a strong northeast wind. Three weeks later an anticyclone 
moved north across England from Spain, and very warm dry subsided air reached the  
surface within the high centre allowing relative humidity to fall below 25% under cloudless 
skies on the 28th and 29th. There were in consequence some abnormal diurnal ranges 
of temperature, e.g. at Elmdon (Birmingham) on the 29th, from -2.8° C overnight to  
23.7° C in the afternoon. The highest recorded temperature was 25.0° C at both Whitby 
and Wakefield on the 29th; thus the total monthly range in Britain was very nearly 47 
degrees. April was much less extreme, and after a warm start it became rather cool with 
winds between west and north.

75 years ago, March and April 1940 were months of typically variable weather types. 
The tail-end of the severe winter resulted in a cold start to March: -9° C was recorded  
locally in central England and Wales in the first week, and -14.4° C at West Linton in 
southern Scotland on the 14th. On the whole, however, temperatures were somewhat 
above average in both March and April, and 25° C was reached at Bristol in a warm 
southeasterly airstream on 22 April. Rainfall was variable. It approached twice the  
normal locally in north Ireland, south Scotland, and northern and eastern England 
in March, and in northeast Ireland and central England in April; on the other hand, 
in both months there were significant areas that were drier than usual. On 15 April a  
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depression deepened rapidly as it moved from Iceland to south Norway producing  
wintry showers and gales in the north (75 knots at Bell Rock Lighthouse). Showers and  
thunderstorms in the last days of April led to a few heavy rainfalls (almost 50 mm in three 
hours at Ross-on-Wye on the 28th). A notable feature of April’s weather was a shortage 
of sunshine, the national total being only about 75% of normal.

100 years ago, after four months of above average rainfall, March and April 1915 
were much drier. Pressure was relatively high to the west of the British Isles in March,  
favouring winds from between west and north, and leading to severe frosts, especially 
in the second half of the month, when readings of -10° C occurred locally. In mid-March 
a developing depression (probably a polar low) moved south over eastern England, 
and 10-20 cm of snow with drifts covered much of Scotland and the north of England 
on the 18/19th. In April the high pressure was further away to the southwest, allowing 
rainy westerly winds to affect especially northern areas, except in the last week when 
an anticyclone became centred over Scotland. Rainfall was well below average nearly 
everywhere in March, and continued so over England and Wales in April (less than 50% 
in many parts), but Scotland, particularly the northwest, was wetter this month (up to 
twice the normal in the Western Highlands). During a short spell of chilly northeast winds 
towards the end of April temperatures rose no higher than 7 or 8° C in parts of the south 
on the 25th.

WEATHER IMAGES

An autumn sunrise over Winsford, Cheshire on 20 October 2014. © Philip Carden.
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LIGHTNING TRAGEDY AT THE ROYAL 
ASCOT RACECOURSE, BERKSHIRE 

14 JULY 1955 

BY  DEREK M. ELSOM  
AND JONATHAN D. C. WEBB

 
Tornado and Storm Research Organisation

ABSTRACT
Around 50 people experienced an electrical shock when lightning struck at the Royal Ascot horse 
race meeting on 14 July 1955. This incident is one of the worst lightning tragedies to have occurred 
in the UK so, on its sixtieth anniversary, it is appropriate to revisit details of the incident to reflect 
on the seriousness with which the lightning risk in the UK should continue to be regarded. Severe 
thunderstorms occurred across southern England on this day and resulted in seven people being 
killed by lightning, including two at Ascot. In addition to the two fatalities at Ascot, 15 others suffered 
serious burns and three were kept in hospital for a week or more. Some of those injured were  
contacted six months later and nearly 40 per cent indicated they were continuing to  
experience health problems. Another lightning fatality at Ascot racecourse on 18 June 1930 and 
other racecourse lightning incidents in the UK, including the Epsom Derby on 31 May 1911, are 
discussed.

Keywords: lightning risk; lightning deaths and injuries; extreme weather

INTRODUCTION
Sixty years ago, lightning struck around 50 people at the Royal Ascot racecourse,  
Berkshire, on Thursday 14 July 19551. This was the largest group of people in the 
UK known to have been affected by a single lightning strike. It was reported widely in  
newspapers at the time and the medical effects of the strike were the subject of  
investigations by Arden et al. (1956) and Shaw and York-Moore (1957). The incident has 
since been frequently cited as one of the worst lightning disasters to have occurred in the 
UK so on its sixtieth anniversary it is appropriate to revisit details of the incident and to 
use this incident as a reminder of the potential seriousness with which the lightning risk 
in the UK should continue to be viewed.

SYNOPTIC BACKGROUND AND WEATHER CONDITIONS
A large anticyclone drifted north-eastwards across these islands between 5 and 9 July 
1955, the weather being sunny and increasingly warm. By the 10 July, the high was  
situated over Scandinavia and had started to decline. Between 11 and 14 July  
surface pressure became slack across England and Wales while a broad, albeit rather 
diffuse trough became evident at 500 hPa. With light winds, the low level air continued 
to warm and 11 to 19 July was a period featuring hot, humid weather with scattered  
thunderstorms over central and southern Britain, the storms being widespread and  
severe on the 14 July and from 17 to 18 July.
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The Daily Weather Report chart for 0600 GMT on the 14 July (Figure 1) indicated a slack 
‘COL’ pressure pattern across central and southeast England (a favourable situation 
for the formation of convergence lines e.g. from sea breezes), while a cold front was  
edging southeast into Scotland. The 14 July was one of the hottest days of the year 
in the Midlands and southeast England, the first peak of the heat wave, with Leicester  
recording 30°C (86°F) and Heathrow reaching a maximum temperature of 29.4°C 
(85°F). The rather sheltered site of Camden Square, London, recorded 32.2°C (90° F) 
on both 14 and 17 July 1955. The upper air ascent from Crawley indicated a deep layer 
of very moist air up to 700hPa; the ascent was much drier above 600 hPa. Winds were 
light and rather variable at all levels while the tropopause was high at 200 hPa. The 
upper trough is evident on both the 500 hPa and 300 hPa contour charts for 0300 GMT  
(Meteorological Office 1955), indeed a small closed cold vortex was conspicuous on the 
300 hPa chart over eastern England. 

Thunderstorms subsequently developed, especially in the southeast, bringing  
lightning and locally intense rainfall. In Surrey, Purley recorded 30mm of rain in  
20 minutes (1610-1630 GMT) and Reigate 40 mm in 55 minutes (from 1600 GMT).  
Elsewhere a daily rainfall of 69 mm was recorded at Hurst Green, Sussex  
(Meteorological Office 1957), while 26 mm fell in 15 minutes at Blandford, Dorset, where 
13 mm diameter hailstones were also reported.

Figure 1. Surface analysis, 14 July 1955, 0600 GMT (from the Daily Weather Report of the UK 
Meteorological Office)
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TABLE 1a and 1b. Weather observations at (a) Farnborough and (b) London (Heathrow) Airport 
synoptic meteorological stations; 1100 to 1900 GMT (12pm to 8pm clock time) on 14 July 1955.

1a. South Farnborough (hourly + significant changes).

Time
GMT 
(z)

Temp
°C 

Dew
Point 

°C

Wind dir  
Deg / kn

Present 
weather

Weather 
previous

hour

Total 
cloud 

(Octas)

Low
Cloud 
Type

Notes

1055 26.8 18.2 030/03 bczo bc 4 Cu2

1155 26.1 17.3 360/02 bczo bcpro 5 Cb3

1205 050/03 t bc 6 Cb3

1255 26.7 18.9 000/00 calm tlr ct 6 Cb9

1356 26.7 18.7 130/02 tlr ctlro 7 Cb9

1456 24.3 19.3 030/02 tlr ctlro 8 Cb9

1458 220/03 TLR ctlro 8

1557 20.0 16.1 070/13 tlr cTLR 8 Cb9

1655 19.9 18.3 240/03 tlr ctlro, ctlrmo 8 Cb9

1757 20.5 18.9 000/00 calm mo ctlro 8 Sc5

1858 21.1 19.5 000/00 calm mo c mo 8 Cb9

1b. London (Heathrow) Airport (half hourly).

Time 
GMT 
(z)  

Temp 
°C

Dew 
Point °C

Wind dir 
Deg / kn

Present 
weather

Weather 
previous 
30 mins

Total
cloud

(Octas)

Low
Cloud
Type

Notes

1054 27.7 16.8 030/05 b b 2 Cu2

1128 27.4 17.3 010/02 bc b 3

1152 27.9 17.1 020/02 bc bc 3 Cu2

1227 28.4 16.3 360/04 bc bc 3

1256 28.4 16.3 020/05 bc bc 5 Cu2

1325 28.8 16.6 360/03 c bc 6  i

1345 030/07 tlr c, tlro 7

1357 27.2 16.0 020/04 t tlro 7 Cb3

1429 27.0 16.2 350/07 t t 6  ii

1458 28.3 16.8 040/11 t t 5 Cb3

1510 030/12 tlromo bct, ctlromo 7  iii

1525 20.0 14.9 360/10 tlrmo tlro, tlromo 7

1555 19.9 17.4 330/02 tlrmo tlrmo, tlromo 8 Cb9  iv

1626 20.0 17.7 330/03 rrmo tlro 7  

1656 20.4 17.7 000/00 calm roro rr, Sc5 v

1730 19.2 18.4 210/02 mo roromo 7

1758 19.1 18.1 240/01 mo mo 7 Cu2

1830 21.2 17.9 250/02 mo mo 6
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Past and present weather in Beaufort codes: t=thunder; tl=thunderstorm; TL=heavy thunderstorm; ro, r, R=slight 
rain, moderate rain, heavy rain respectively; pro=slight rain shower; mo=mist (slight); b=fine; bc=fair; c=cloudy; 
zo=slight haze.
Low cloud type codes: Cu2=Cumulus congestus; Cb3=Cumulonimbus calvus; Cb9=Cumulonimbus capillatus; 
Sc5=Stratocumulus

i At 1325 GMT, London radar reported thunderstorm 8 miles N & 10-30 miles SW.
ii Anvil to north 1429 GMT.
iii Thunderstorm approaching from west, dust raised by wind, Rain began 1502z and became  
moderate 1520 GMT.
iv Precipitation moderated 1545 GMT, more vigorous storm to west.
v Thunder ceased 1610 GMT.

Table 1 presents the weather observations for South Farnborough, northeast  
Hampshire (51.28° N, 0.77° W) and London Heathrow airport (51.48° N, 0.45° W); these 
are, respectively, 16 km southwest and 15 km east-northeast distant from Ascot. Both 
sets of observations highlight the very light surface winds and high humidity (dewpoints 
were typically 17-19°C) which will have resulted in very oppressive conditions. The 
Crawley ascent (referred to previously) confirmed a considerable depth of moist air. At 
both sites (Table 1), cumulonimbus clouds appeared quite rapidly from late morning and  
thunderstorms rumbled around for several hours. Aircraft observations indicated 
cloud tops up to 38,000ft early in the afternoon, consistent with the high tropopause.  
Piggott (1955) presented an interesting account of a glider pilot’s experience of a severe  
thunderstorm near Lasham airfield (north Hampshire) between 1500 and 1600 GMT 
on this date; the aircraft, which was carried above 20,000ft in storm updraughts,  
sustained damage from several lightning strikes from which the pilot received minor 
electrical shocks.

Notwithstanding the heavy rainfalls on the 14 July and the record breaking rainstorm at 
Martinstown, Dorset, on the 18 July (Clark 2005), the month of July 1955 was one of the 
driest summer months on record.

THE ASCOT LIGHTNING INCIDENT
At around 1615 BST many spectators were sheltering from heavy thundery rain near 
a refreshment (tea) tent and an ice-cream stand located opposite the Royal enclosure. 
According to some witnesses, there were three lightning flashes in quick succession 
with the third striking the metal fencing (rails) near the tent. It “ran along the rails” as “a 
brilliant blue light” and then passed via side flashes and ground current to those people 
standing near the rails and others further away sheltering near the refreshment tent.  
Arden et al. (1956) included a map of where many of the people were standing at the 
time they were affected. Those nearest the fence appeared to be the more seriously 
injured. Around 50 people were thrown off their feet and left lying unconscious, injured or 
were walking about dazed and confused. Other spectators, police and doctors rushed to 
help and ambulances were called to transfer the injured to local hospitals.

DETAILS OF THE INJURIES AND DEATHS
Two people died as a result of the lightning strike. One woman, Mrs Barbara Batt  
(28 years of age), was killed instantly. She was expecting her first baby in about four 
months. Another person, Leonard Tingle (51), died later in hospital, one day after  
being struck. All those affected by the lightning strike were transferred to the casualty  
departments of the nearby Windsor Group of Hospitals although some had recovered 
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by the time of their arrival such that, according to Arden et al. (1956), 37 were admitted2.
In addition to the two fatalities already mentioned, Arden et al. (1956) listed the effects 
of the lightning strike on 33 of those admitted to hospital or detained in the casualty  
department: 12 were unconscious for a few moments, 17 were dazed (13 being 
thrown to the ground) and four remained conscious (two being thrown to the ground). 
Those rendered unconscious and those dazed and thrown to the ground found that on  
attempting to rise from the ground they were unable to move their limbs. Typically 
this group reported they first felt a sudden shooting pain in a limb or a sensation of  
being struck on the back of the neck followed by a weakness and “pins-and-needles”  
(paraesthesiae). The latter effect lasted for two or three hours although in a few  
cases this effect persisted for several weeks. Some of the group experienced  
temporary dysphasia (difficulty in speaking and understanding words). Five people  
suffered some degree of deafness and one 10-year-old boy suffered eye damage. Many 
of those affected experienced retrograde amnesia, so could not remember the incident, 
and suffered headaches.

Ten of the patients listed by Arden et al. (1956) suffered burns but none were  
serious enough to require skin grafts and only three people had to be kept in hospital 
for more than a week. The burns varied from linear partial-thickness charring (strips of  
varying width, not exceeding 5 cm), small areas of full-thickness skin loss, contact burns  
(located beneath metal such as a necklace and the metal part of an umbrella), blistering, 
and punctuate full-thickness skin loss. The latter was the most common type of burn and 
was evident as either a small isolated area of skin loss or occurred in groups. In addition, 
Lichtenberg figures (fern-shaped patterns3) and/or erythema (superficial reddening of 
the skin) were evident on five others. Many of those affected by this traumatic experience 
regarded it as a true “act of God”, and passively accepted it as such, with feelings of 
thankfulness and relief at having survived (Shaw and York-Moore, 1957).

LONGER-TERM IMPACTS ON THE PEOPLE STRUCK
Six months after the incident, Shaw and York-Moore (1957) sent a health questionnaire 
to the people affected and received 28 replies. They found that 11 people (39 per cent 
of respondents) had experienced longer-term adverse effects (or sequelae, meaning 
a chronic condition that is a complication of an acute condition, in this case produced 
by the effects of the lightning strike). They reported a range of sequelae (some people  
listing more than one effect): headache (3 people), paraesthesiae (3), paralysis (1),  
anxiety or hysterical states (3), limb or neck pains (2), deafness (1), depression 
(2) and damage to the eyes (1). The latter was reported by the 10-year-old boy,  
mentioned earlier, who was blinded by the flash of the lightning and the effects persisted 
for several days. He complained initially of acute pain in the eyes and photophobia, and 
nine months later he had developed a cataract.

Individuals reporting longer-term effects included a 65-year-old man, knocked  
unconscious for a short time when struck, who complained of continuing severe  
headaches and stiffness of the neck. A year later he indicated the headaches had  
intensified and become a migraine. A 63-year-old woman who had been knocked  
unconscious at the time reported she had developed fears and had become very  
excitable since the incident. A 38-year-old woman who had been dazed by the  
lightning strike had experienced bouts of depression. A 46-year-old woman had been 
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rendered unconscious for an hour and sustained several burns on the scalp and on 
the left shoulder, elbow and thigh. She suffered deafness which lasted two weeks and  
numbness and shakiness of the legs lasting another week before she was discharged 
from hospital. In November, four months after the incident, she was readmitted to  
hospital complaining of difficulty of walking and her gait was a series of tremulous jerky 
steps. Treatment resulted in her being able to walk normally by mid-January 1956 (Shaw 
and York-Moore, 1957).

OTHER LIGHTNING INCIDENTS ON THE SAME DAY
Near the Royal Ascot racecourse, a vehicle rescue (AA patrol) man was also struck by 
lightning on the main road around the same time as the main incident. He survived. 
In addition to the two Ascot fatalities, five others were killed by lightning in southern  
England on the same day. At Southampton Common, Hampshire, two schoolboys (17 
and 18 years old) and a schoolgirl (16 years old) were struck and killed while sheltering 
under an oak tree. At the National Rifle Association’s Bisley meeting, Surrey, a soldier 
(19) was killed and another injured. They were sheltering from the rain with other soldiers 
in a tent when lightning struck the tent pole. At Alton, Hampshire, a farm worker (18) was 
killed as he drove a hay baler. Another man (35), riding on the rear of the baler, was also 
struck and had to be taken to hospital for treatment. 

In addition to lightning deaths in England on this date, there were fatalities at Dijon in 
eastern France, Belluno in northern Italy, and Avila in central Spain. Three young girls 
were seriously injured by lightning in the Province of Burgenland in Austria.

SEVEN LIGHTNING DEATHS IN ONE DAY
The seven people killed on the 14 July 1955 in the UK contributed to an annual UK total 
of 15 fatalities (12 male, 3 female) for 1955. This total has not been exceeded since then 
although 1982 matched it (13 male and 2 female fatalities). 

Tragically, there have been other years in the UK when seven lightning fatalities are 
known to have occurred on one day. They include Sunday 14 June 1914 when four  
children and three adults were killed on Wandsworth Common, south London. They 
were in two separate groups taking shelter under trees on opposite sides of the  
Common. Several other people were injured. On Monday 21 August 1939, around 30 
people, many of them children, took shelter from a thunderstorm in a galvanised iron 
roofed hut near two trees at Valentines Park, Ilford, northeast London. Five adults and 
two children were killed and 21 injured when lightning struck.

A PREVIOUS LIGHTNING FATALITY AT ROYAL ASCOT IN JUNE 1930
It was not the first time that lightning had resulted in tragedy at the annual Royal Ascot 
meeting. For example, Walter Holbem of Southport, a bookmaker, was killed by lightning 
on Wednesday 18 June 1930 while holding an umbrella in the Tattersall’s Ring. He was 
a former Sheffield Wednesday and Everton football player (Hobbs, 2011). Earlier in the 
day one of the stands had been struck and damaged but by the early afternoon, as  
spectators arrived for the meeting, only light rain fell. Then after two races a  
thunderstorm began and Walter Holbem was struck by lightning. The accompanying 
torrential rain then flooded the course causing the racing programme to be abandoned 
for the rest of the day.
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LIGHTNING TRAGEDIES AT OTHER UK RACECOURSES INCLUDING THE EPSOM 
DERBY OF MAY 1911
Violent thunderstorms began on 31 May 1911 just as the annual Derby Day horse race 
meeting on the Epsom Downs, Surrey, was coming to a close (Davison and Currie, 1996; 
Jebson, 2011; Painter, 2013)4. Lightning caused fatalities amongst the spectators who 
were still at the racecourse as well as amongst those in the surrounding area who were 
departing. The Air Ministry (1911) stated that within a radius of three miles (5 km) of 
Epsom, four people were killed and 14 injured by lightning. Four horses were also killed 
although none of these was in that day’s races. Two of the deceased (George Curran, 
aged 25, and William Storr, 21) were amongst a group of 20 to 30 people who had left 
the racecourse and were walking from Epsom to Sutton. They took shelter against the 
wall of the reservoir at Banstead Downs. So intense was the storm that one estimate put 
the number of lightning flashes at 159 in a 15-minute period around 5.30 pm. A lightning 
strike threw twelve of the group to the ground with two being killed and three seriously  
injured. At Buckle’s Gap, close to the racecourse, Wilfred Noah Wetherall (17) was struck 
and killed while sitting in an open horse-drawn carriage. The horse died and a woman 
occupant was injured. At the Epsom mortuary, Wetherall was found to have a fern-leaf 
design (Lichtenberg figure3) on his body. A policeman, William Walter Cooper (21) was 
killed while cycling on Mitcham Common after leaving the racecourse. He is reported 
to have taken shelter under a tree with four others. All were thrown to the ground by 
lightning striking the tree but only Cooper died. Three other lightning fatalities this day 
were a policeman at Wimbledon, a man at Acton outside the London General Omnibus 
Company, and a miner named William Dickenson at Tow Law, County Durham, struck 
while returning from the pit with two other pit workers who were injured.

Brazell (1968) states that 13 people were killed elsewhere in the UK on this day as a 
direct result of the storms. The details are not fully known but some of these victims may 
have been killed indirectly by lightning. For example, one woman was crushed to death 
when lightning struck a cemetery wall at Acton, west London, causing it to topple on 
her. Others may have been killed by fire and smoke when buildings were set alight by  
lightning or were subsequently crushed by the roofs or walls collapsing on them.

A search of national and local newspapers found details of around 30 people injured 
by lightning strikes on 31 May 1911. In addition to those already mentioned above in 
connection with the fatalities, people injured by lightning included a man named James 
Harris who was leaning on some rails near the racecourse, eight men in a marquee at 
Tattenham Corner, a woman and three children near Bletchingly House, and a woman 
golfer at Croydon, south London.

Seven years earlier, tragedy happened at the Epsom Derby when on 1 June 1904 the 
race was run during a violent thunderstorm and two spectators were killed by lightning 
(Bird, 1982).

Other UK racecourses have experienced lightning incidents too. For example, at  
Kempton Park, Sunbury-on-Thames, Surrey, on 2 June 1950, a spectator was killed by 
lightning. The metal strip in several folded pound notes in his breast pocket was burnt 
where the strip was vertical but undamaged where it had been horizontal. At Warwick 
racecourse on 2 June 1999, after three people were injured by lightning and the Tote was 
put out of service, the race meeting was abandoned.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE ASCOT INCIDENT FOR PUBLIC EVENTS TODAY
Although the July 1955 Ascot lightning incident happened sixty years ago, it highlights 
the seriousness with which the lightning risk in the UK should continue to be regarded. 
This tragedy, and those mentioned at other racecourses, should remind organisers of all 
current outdoor public events that lightning is one of the severe weather risks that should 
be given consideration in their public event safety policy. 
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Notes:
1 The annual five-day Royal meeting at Ascot is customarily held in mid-June but in 1955 
it was postponed until mid-July due to a rail strike. This popular race meeting is currently 
attended by 50,000 to 80,000 people each day.

2 The precise number of people affected by the lightning strike is uncertain. Newspapers 
variously reported 44 people (The Times, 15 July), 46 people (The Times, 16 July) and 
48 people (The Manchester Guardian, 15 July). The Daily Herald (15 July) reported one 
woman killed, 49 injured (including one man who would later die in hospital) “among 
100 or more knocked flat or hurled into the air”. Shaw and York-Moore (1957) stated 51 
people were taken to various casualty centres in the vicinity with 31 of them not being 

Figure 2. Lightning striking Cheltenham racecourse, Gloucestershire, on Saturday 25 January 2014. 
Fortunately nobody was injured. Image posted on Twitter by Paul Mallon.
https://twitter.com/paulmallon1/status/427097927404646400
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detained. According to The Times (15 July) and The Manchester Guardian (15 July), the 
Windsor Hospital issued a statement that 18 people had been detained, three of them 
seriously ill (one man would later die).

3 A Lichtenberg figure, named after Georg Christoph Lichtenberg who first described 
the phenomenon in 1777, is not a true burn. It is attributed to the flashover effect of  
lightning causing electron showers to track over the skin. The electrons are driven into the  
epidermis and radiate outward from successive points in a pattern of repeated  
bifurcations. The figures disappear within a few hours to 48 hours leaving no residual 
scar. Sometimes the most superficial skin over the areas will flake off after a few days. 
Two images of these figures are presented by Elsom and Webb (2014).

4 Traditionally held on the first Wednesday in June, the Epsom Derby race meeting 
was brought forward in 1911 to 31 May in order not to clash with preparations for the  
coronation of King George V. The 1911 meeting was attended by around 100,000  
people. Since 1995 the Epsom Derby has been held on the first Saturday in June.
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August 2014 was an unsettled month, warm at first but mostly rather cool (and at times 
very wet). Eight tornadoes have been recorded for this month; and there were four  
waterspouts and 33 reports of funnel clouds. So far, one waterspout and one funnel 
cloud are known for the Irish Republic.

FC2014Aug01/I Farlington Marshes, Portsmouth, Hampshire (50° 50’ N 1° 02’ W, SU 
6804)
 Mr Jon Shemeld sent us a photograph taken by his brother, Mr Chris Shemeld, 
over Farlington Marshes at about 0730 GMT, showing a vertical funnel cloud a third of 
the way to ground. The report was also published in The News (Portsmouth) of 2 August.
 At 1200 GMT a complex low, 1003 mb, was drifting slowly east over the British 
Isles accompanied by various minor fronts. Showers or longer spells of rain (and isolated 
thunderstorms) affected many areas (except the southeast).

fc2014Aug01/II Wigtown Bay, Kirkcudbrightshire (c 54° 50’ N 4° 20’ W, NX 5052)
 Mr Jamie Smith (from Gateshead) reported a ‘tornado’ that appeared over the 
sea, seen from the A75 road near Kirkdale House between about 0930 and 1000 GMT, 
duration five minutes. His photographs show an indistinct funnel cloud perhaps halfway 
to the surface.

FC2014Aug01/III Cronton, Lancashire (53° 23’ N 2° 46’ W, SJ 4988)
 ITV News showed a picture of a funnel cloud taken from Cronton by Ms Colette 
Patterson at about 1810 GMT – an oblique funnel at least halfway to ground.

TN2014Aug02/I Wrexham, Denbighshire (53° 04’ N 3° 03’ W, SJ 301527)
 The Leader (5 August) published an account of a heavy chicken coop that was 
lifted ‘seven or eight feet in the air’ over a fence by a ‘mini-tornado’ and crashed into a 
telegraph pole at Broughton Road, Lodge, Wrexham, at 1030 GMT (the chickens were 
unharmed). According to Mrs Carolyn Robinson: “... It sounded like a train, it travelled 
from the direction of the disused railway line from Brynteg and went diagonally across 
Lodge into the valley ... The whole thing only lasted about 30 or 40 seconds ...”. Four or 
five trees were also said to have been brought down. The reported direction appears to 
have been from southeast. Force T2.
 At 1200 GMT the previous day’s depression had deepened to 997 mb and  
stagnated over the Irish Sea. Scotland and Ireland had periods of rain; England and 
Wales had showers, thundery at times.

FC2014Aug02 Ainsdale, Lancashire (53° 36’ N 3° 03’ W, SD 3112)
 The Southport Visitor (8 August) published a photograph taken by Ms Andrea 
Monahan at about 1540 GMT showing a small but well-formed funnel cloud; and Mr 
Gerard Chote photographed it from the Southport Football Ground (SD 3516). 

TORRO TORNADO DIVISION REPORT:
August 2014

BY PAUL R. BROWN AND G.TERENCE MEADEN
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Mist over Loch Doon, South Ayrshire on 5 April 2015 © Dave Hancox.  
http://doonvalleyphotographyandweather.blogspot.co.uk/





tn2014Aug02/II New Ridley, near Stocksfield, Northumberland (54° 56’ N 1° 55’ W, NZ 
0559)
 The Chronicle of 5 August presented a film taken in the afternoon by Mr  
Graeme Henry at New Ridley showing a ragged lowering of the cloudbase with rotation, 
which he said briefly touched the ground over nearby fields. Force T0.

FC2014Aug03 Glasgow (Abbotsinch) Airport, Renfrewshire (55° 52’ N 4° 27’ W, NS 
4766)
 A recent funnel cloud was reported in the 1220 GMT METAR from Glasgow 
(Abbotsinch) Airport. At 1200 GMT the previous day’s low, now 998 mb, was centred 
over western Scotland. Showers, thundery at times, were widespread over Scotland and 
Ireland, but much more scattered elsewhere.

FC2014Aug04/I Pegwell Bay, Kent (51° 19’ N 1° 22’ E, TR 3563)
 The Thanet Gazette of 4 August published a photograph of an oblique funnel 
cloud a third of the way to ground, taken by Ms Emma Robinson at 1055 GMT; and Mr 
David Christie filmed what was probably the same one from Deal. This and the following 
Margate sighting were in the same area, but their different appearances and different 
times suggest they were separate.
 At 1200 GMT the low that had been affecting Britain since the 1st was north 
of Scotland, 1003 mb, and a weak ridge of high pressure was spreading into southern  
England from the Azores; but ironically the southern half of England and Wales was 
where most of the showers developed during the day.

FC2014Aug04/II Margate, Kent (51° 23’ N 1° 22’ E, TR 3470)
 Ms Karen Monks photographed a rather thick funnel cloud about  
halfway to ground at 1300 GMT, seen from Westbrook in Margate; another photograph  
(anonymous) showed it down to the near horizon, seen from the A229 road in the  
direction of Sandwich.

FC2014Aug04/III Ashford, Kent (51° 09’ N 0° 51’ E, TR 0042)
 Mr James Hendrick photographed a rather thick funnel cloud, perhaps halfway 
to ground, at 1530 GMT.

FC2014Aug08/I Cockermouth, Cumbria (54° 39’ N 3° 22’ W, NY 1230)
 An anonymous photograph showed a rather thick funnel cloud about halfway to 
ground at 1448 GMT. Another one formed (or this one reformed) a few minutes later.
 At 1200 GMT a broad trough extended southeast across the British Isles from 
a low, 999 mb, south of Iceland; two secondary lows of 1007 mb were moving northeast 
over the English Channel while other fronts and troughs affected northern and western 
parts of Britain. Showers or longer periods of rain occurred in most areas, thundery at 
times, especially in eastern districts.

fc2014Aug08/II Dundee, Angus (56° 27’ N 2° 59’ W, NO 4030)
 Mr Matthew Porter reported a funnel cloud during a thunderstorm at 1452 GMT.
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fc?2014Aug08 Hillsborough, Sheffield, West Riding of Yorkshire (53° 24’ N 1° 31’ W, SK 
3290)
 An anonymous photograph showed what might have been a disintegrating  
funnel cloud seen at about 1500 GMT over Hillsborough.

fc2014Aug08/III Abbots Ripton, Cambridgeshire (52° 23’ N 0° 12’ W, TL 2378)
 Mr Matthew Knighton sent us a report of a funnel cloud seen at 1108 GMT.

fc2014Aug09 Stormy Down, near Bridgend, Glamorgan (51° 30’ N 3° 40’ N, SS 8480)
 Wales Online (10 August) published film of what appears to be a funnel cloud 
taken by Ms Ceri Evans (time not stated). At 1200 GMT a westerly airstream covered 
England and Wales between lows to the northeast and southwest. Showers, locally  
thundery, affected western areas followed by more persistent rain later.

FC2014Aug10/I Trefil, Monmouthshire (51° 49’ N 3° 17’ W, SO 1213)
 Mr James Havard (Wales Online, 11 August) photographed a long narrow  
vertical funnel cloud over Trefil Quarry (time not stated).
 At 1200 GMT a vigorous deepening depression of 990 mb (formerly a  
tropical storm) was moving northeast across eastern England. Rain, heavy and thundery 
at times, moved north across most areas in the morning followed by scattered showers 
over England, Wales, and Ireland in the afternoon.

TN2014Aug10/I Fleet to Cove, Hampshire (51° 17’ N 0° 53’ W to 51° 17’ N 0° 48’ W, SU 
780541 to SU 839551)
 Sarah Horton of TORRO investigated reports of fallen branches/trees and 
other minor damage at Fleet. A lady was badly injured by a falling tree on Fleet Pond 
(SU 820550), and elsewhere a branch fell on a motor car (driver unhurt). The original  
inference was that the damage was the result of rectilinear winds, but a report received 
much later via the local council (who investigated the event because of the injury) showed 
a narrow line of tree damage, including evidence of twisted tops, from Winchfield Hurst 
(just west of Fleet) to Southwood, near Cove, a distance of 6 km from west to east. Force 
T1-2. Time not stated but probably about 1200 GMT.

TN2014Aug10/II Kingston upon Hull (Victoria Docks) to Thirtleby, near Kingston upon 
Hull, East Riding of Yorkshire (53° 45’ N 0° 19’ W to 53° 48’N 0° 13’ W, TA 111287 to TA 
173348)
 A number of reports were received during the afternoon of the 10th suggesting 
that a ‘mini-tornado’ had struck eastern parts of Kingston upon Hull and the adjoining 
village of Bilton; garden fences, roof tiles, television aerials, and trees were all dam-
aged. Two taxis were hit by falling branches, one in Main Road, Bilton (TA 156328), 
slightly injuring the driver, the other in Hopewell Road, Hull (TA 138311), in which a 
passenger was injured (Hull Daily Mail, 11 and 12 August). Tim Prosser of TORRO was 
quickly on the scene that very afternoon and identified a track of 9 km southwest to  
northeast, from the Victoria Docks on the Humber to Thirtleby (a couple of miles beyond the  
eastern outskirts of Hull). Maximum force T1. Width up to 200 metres maximum. The 
time, according to a report sent by Ms Dawn Danville in Hopewell Road, was 1315 GMT.
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TN2014Aug10/III Preston, East Riding of Yorkshire (53° 45’ N 0° 12’ W to 53° 46’ N 0° 
12’ W, TA 186304 to TA 188311)
 Having heard vague reports of damage at Preston, Tim Prosser visited the 
area on the 17th, where he found evidence that a tornado had moved through the village  
leaving a trail of missing roof tiles, one fallen chimney, and a broken cherry tree.  
A witness in Ness Lane (TA 187307) observed the vortex moving away to the north. The 
identifiable track ran just east of north from Staithes Road to Sproatley Road, a distance 
of 0.7 km, although it probably began earlier over featureless countryside. Force T1/2. 
Width no more than 60 metres. (He was unable to discover the time of occurrence,  
although it cannot have been much different from that at Hull.)

fc?2014Aug10 Coton, Cambridgeshire (52° 12’ N 0° 03’ E, TL 4058)
 A possible funnel cloud was reported (anonymously) at 1320 GMT. Probably 
the same as seen shortly after at Soham.

FC2014Aug10/II Soham, Cambridgeshire (52° 20’ N 0° 20’ E, TL 5973)
 Mr William Kirkwood reported a funnel cloud at 1330 GMT. There was thunder 
before, and very strong winds and heavy rain just after. The whole event lasted 10-15 
minutes.

tn2014Aug10/IV Gressenhall, Norfolk (52° 42’ N 0° 54’ E, TF 9616)
 The Dereham Times of 11 August reported that a shed weighing a tonne, used 
as a horses’ field shelter, had been lifted over a 4-foot fence and deposited in ruins 50 
metres away (no horses were inside), and a wheelbarrow was raised 10 feet off the 
ground. The witness, Ms Gemma Webster, described the sky as ‘black and swirling’ 
and emphasised that the shed was of sturdy construction; she added that several large  
poplar trees were torn out of the ground in the same field. Force perhaps T2. The time 
was between 1400 and 1430 GMT.

tn2014Aug10/V North Common, near Hepworth, Suffolk (52° 21’ N 0° 54’ E, TL 977755)
 Ms Beth Kellam sent us a report from a campsite at Stanton Road Farm, North 
Common. She gathered accounts from other campers, some of whom described an 
unusual cloud approaching: “long wide black cloud which looked puffy ... with a line 
straight down the middle that folded up and in”; “a band of lighter grey cloud with a much 
darker band of cloud above”; “channel of black cloud tapering off into the distance ... a 
hazy mist in the distance, at the end of the black cloud.”; “big black, low, swirling ... cloud  
approaching (... like in a film when you see normal cloud movement ... speeded up)”. 
Suddenly there was a brief (c 30 seconds) very strong wind and all the tents collapsed. 
Force T1. The time was about 1415 GMT. There was thunder and heavy rain shortly 
after.

fc2014Aug13 Yarmouth, Isle of Wight (50° 42’ N 1° 30’ W, SZ 3589)
 Mr Ashley Cooper photographed a tapered lowering from the base of an  
approaching shower cloud, but the distance was too great to confirm rotation. Time was 
1204 GMT and it lasted two minutes. At 1200 GMT a northwesterly airstream covered 
the British Isles associated with a depression, 989 mb, in the North Sea. Scattered  
showers affected many areas at times during the day. 
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FC2014Aug14/I Paisley, Renfrewshire (55° 50’ N 4° 26’ W, NS 4863)
 An anonymous photograph showed a small distant funnel cloud at 1430 GMT.
 At 1200 GMT the previous day’s low, now 999 mb, was over south Norway, and 
an unstable west to northwest airstream again covered the British Isles. Showers were 
widespread throughout the day, many becoming thundery, especially in the south in the 
afternoon.

FC2014Aug14/II Pen-clawdd, Glamorgan (51° 38’ N 4° 07’ W, SS 5495)
 Mr Howard Kirby of TORRO photographed a short vertical funnel cloud (time 
not stated). 

FC2014Aug14/III near Cumbernauld, Dunbarton (c 55° 57’ N 3° 59’ W, NS 7674)
 An anonymous photograph showed a distant funnel cloud reaching below the 
tree line, timed at 1622 GMT. It was also photographed from near Airdrie (c NS 7665) by 
Mr Andrew Rennie, about halfway to ground.

FC2014Aug14/IV Livingston, West Lothian (55° 54’ N 3° 30’ W, NT 0668)
 Mr Sean Bowes photographed a vertical funnel cloud, perhaps halfway to 
ground, at about 1400 GMT.

FC2014Aug14/V Bridgwater Bay, Somerset (c 51° 12’ N 3° 05’ W, ST 2546)
 An anonymous photograph was received showing a small distant funnel 
cloud seen from Steart Marshes during a thunderstorm in the morning (there were  
thunderstorms on and off in the area all morning from 0400 GMT onwards).

FC2014Aug14/VI Weymouth, Dorset (50° 37’ N 2° 28’ W, SY 6779)
 The Daily Echo (14 August) published a photograph taken by Ms Sally Tyler 
showing a long contorted funnel cloud which, she said, travelled in from the Channel 
[probably from Chesil Beach], constantly changing in shape, and then towards the Hardy 
Monument1 (SY 6187). Another witness, Ms Lorna Strong at Upwey (SY 6684), gave the 
time as 0630 GMT, and an anonymous photograph from Weymouth was timed at 0615 
GMT.

FC2014Aug14/VII Darlington, County Durham (54° 32’ N 1° 35’ W, NZ 2715)
 The Northern Echo (14 August) published a photograph taken by Mr Mark  
Williams in the morning, showing a well-formed vertical funnel cloud over Cockerton in 
Darlington.

FC2014Aug14/VIII Burton on the Wolds, Leicestershire (52° 47’ N 1° 08’ W, SK 5921)
 This funnel cloud was widely reported, e.g. from Burton on the Wolds, 
Castle Donington (East Midlands) Airport (but not in the met. report), East Leake,  
Loughborough. Most pictures show a long slender vertical funnel more than halfway to 
ground; the closest view being from Ms Sarah Fay at Burton on the Wolds. Mr Steve 
Flood (retired meteorologist), who saw it to eastnortheast from Loughborough, gave the 
time as 1235 GMT and the duration seven minutes. An account was published in the 
Loughborough Echo of 15 August.

1 Not, as might be supposed, in memory of the Dorset author, but of Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Hardy of the Battle of Trafalgar (of 
“Kiss me, Hardy” fame).
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FC2014Aug14/IX near Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent (c 51° 08’ N 0° 15’ E, TQ 5839)
 Mr Steve Brice photographed a short, rather indistinct, funnel cloud to the west 
of Tunbridge Wells at about 1115 GMT.

WS2014Aug15/I Sark, Channel Islands (c 49° 30’ N 2° 25’ W)
 Several photographs were received of this waterspout off the north coast of 
Sark between 0930 and 1000 GMT. All show a well-formed spout from a heavy bank 
of cumulus. It was also reported in the 0950 GMT METARs from Guernsey and Jersey 
Airports.
 At 1200 GMT a northwesterly airstream continued to cover the British Isles; it 
was less unstable than it had been, but there was still a good scattering of showers over 
England and Wales.

WS+FCs2014Aug15/II Jersey, Channel Islands (c 49° 15’ N 2° 10’ W)
 Following the preceding report, further funnel clouds in the distance were  
reported in the Jersey METARs at 1120, 1150, and 1220 GMT. Reports and photographs 
from members of the public suggested that up to four funnel clouds were seen, at least 
one of which, off the north coast of Jersey, reached the sea.

FC2014Aug15 Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire (c 55° 07’ N 3° 27’ W, NY 0882)
 A photograph was received from Mr Liam Smith showing a distant short vertical 
funnel cloud over Lochmaben, apparently taken from Dumfries, timed at 1230 GMT.

FC2014Aug16 Guernsey, Channel Islands (c 49° 26’ N 2° 36’ W)
 A distant funnel cloud was reported in the 1420 GMT METAR from Guernsey 
Airport. At 1200 GMT a westerly airstream covered the British Isles between a low, 991 
mb, over the Faeroes and a high, 1029 mb, southwest of Ireland. There was occasional 
rain over Scotland and Ireland but England and Wales were mostly dry. This was one of 
those situations in which a steep lapse rate of temperature up to 5000 feet was topped 
by a strong inversion, which can produce unexpected funnel clouds over the English 
Channel, despite anticyclonic influence.

tn2014Aug18 Chapel Stile, Cumbria (54° 26’ N 3° 04’ W, NY 313050)
 The Chronicle Live (2 September) reported that a ‘freak tornado’ upset the tent 
of a family from Whitley Bay on holiday at Baysbrown Farm near Ambleside shortly after 
0600 GMT. Mrs Gail Gardner “... saw this thing coming down the hill ... a line of trees 
were going crazy as if in a storm but everything else around it was perfectly still ... I 
could just see this big spiral on the grass, it looked like a tornado. The next thing I knew 
it just picked up the tent ... The entire thing spun over itself high in the air ... before the 
lower section crashed into a barb[ed] wire fence. The half still in the air ripped free and 
was just twisting in the air, spilling heavy tables, a camping wardrobe, fleeces and beds 
as it went”. Force T1. Three children in the tent were injured and taken to hospital but  
recovered within a day or two.
 At 1200 GMT an unstable northwesterly airstream covered the British Isles  
associated with a low, 987 mb, over south Norway. Showers (locally thundery) affected 
most areas at some time during the day.
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FC2014Aug18 Westminster, Greater London (51° 30’ N 0° 09’ W, TQ 2979)
 Helen Rossington of TORRO (and colleagues) photographed a small weak  
funnel cloud at about 1600 GMT.

FC2014Aug21 Jersey, Channel Islands (c 49° 13’ N 2° 12’ W)
 A distant funnel cloud was reported in the 1020 GMT METAR from Jersey  
Airport. At 1200 GMT a low, 1005 mb, was moving east across Scotland and a westerly 
airstream covered England and Wales. Showers affected chiefly northern and western 
parts of Britain.

FC/WS2014Aug22 Burbo Flats, Liverpool Bay, Lancashire (c 53° 28’ N 3° 07’ W, SJ 
2698)
 The Liverpool Echo (22 August) published a photograph of a long narrow  
funnel cloud taken in the morning by Mr Phil Keating near the Burbo Bank Wind Farm. 
The picture does not make it clear if it reached the sea.
 At 1200 GMT the previous day’s low had moved to south Norway, 1003 mb, 
and an unstable northwesterly airstream covered the British Isles. There were showers 
during the day, especially in Scotland, Ireland, and central England (a few of which were 
thundery in eastern England). 

fc?2014Aug22 Westminster, Greater London (51° 30’ N 0° 08’ W, TQ 3079)
 Ms Sarah Wallimohamed reported that while reviewing photographs she 
had taken in central London on 22 August she noticed what looked like a ‘tornado’  
producing a thin trail from a dark cloud. The picture, taken through a window, suggests just  
reflection on the glass. Time not stated.

WS+FC2014Aug22 offshore Overstrand, Norfolk (c 52° 55’ N 1° 21’ E, TG 2541)
 North Norfolk News (22 August) published a photograph of a long narrow  
vertical funnel cloud disturbing the sea surface beneath it, taken from Overstrand at 
0919 GMT by Mr Carl Chapman. A report sent directly to us by Mr Julian Heming gave 
the time as 1030 GMT; he reported another brief funnel cloud half-an-hour later.

fc2014Aug23 Ashbrooke, Sunderland, County Durham (54° 54’ N 1° 24’ W, NZ 3956)
 Mr Daniel Jenks photographed a short indistinct funnel cloud at 1130 GMT.  
At 1200 GMT a northwesterly airstream continued to cover the British Isles ahead of a 
ridge moving into Ireland. Showers, locally thundery, again developed in many areas 
(away from the southwest).

FC2014Aug24 Swansea, Glamorgan (51° 37’ N 3° 59’ W, SS 6393)
 The South Wales Evening Post of 24 August published photographs of a  
vertical funnel cloud a third of the way to ground, taken by Mr Vincent Slater from  
Townhill towards Mayals (i.e. southsouthwest) ‘early this morning’.
 At 1200 GMT a weak ridge of high pressure was moving east across England 
and Scotland followed by fronts coming into Wales and Ireland. Isolated coastal showers 
gave way to occasional rain in the west later.

WS2014Aug24 offshore Newborough, Anglesey (c 53° 08’ N 4° 24’ W, SH 4062)
 Mr Scott Ford photographed a short vertical funnel cloud with sea disturbance 
beneath it, seen from the beach near Newborough at about midday.
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FC2014Aug26/I Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex (50° 50’ N 0° 18’ W, TQ 2005)
 A recent funnel cloud was reported in the 1050 GMT METAR from Shoreham 
Airport.
 At 1200 GMT an easterly airstream covered most of Britain between a filling 
depression, 1002 mb, over Cornwall and a small anticyclone, 1017 mb, near Shetland; 
fronts lay across the south, where there were showers or longer outbreaks of rain.

3FC2014Aug26/II Dymchurch, Kent (51° 01’ N 1° 00’ E, TR 1029)
 The Folkestone Herald and Kent Online, both 26 August, published  
photographs taken by Ms Jayne Theo at 1230 GMT showing a vertical funnel cloud,  
perhaps halfway to ground; she added that two smaller ones were visible at the same 
time.

Whirlwinds in the Irish Republic
WS2014Aug08 Passage East, County Waterford (52° 14’ N 6° 58’ W, S 706103)
 An anonymous photograph was received showing a well-formed waterspout 
over the Suir estuary (time unknown). See the Cockermouth report above for the  
synoptic situation.

FC2014Aug10 Galway Bay, County Galway (c 53° 15’ N 9° 03’ W, M 3023)
 Mr Rob Doofus photographed a vertical funnel cloud a third 
of the way to ground at 1220 GMT. See the Trefil report above for the  
synoptic situation.
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TORRO forum
It is now over one year since the new 
TORRO forum went online.

It is a private forum only available to  
TORRO members and individual IJMet 
subscribers. Here we discuss the  
forecasts, severe weather events and site 
investigations.

If you have not received a log on via email 
and wish to have access to our forum 
please contact:
membership@torro.org.uk
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Figure 1. Composite radar Image at 1300 GMT 13 January 2015. Courtesy of MeteoGroup.

SITE INVESTIGATION: 
A TORNADO IN HARROW, LONDON

13 JANUARY 2015

BY PETER KIRK 
Tornado and Storm Research Organisation

ABSTRACT
A T1-2 tornado struck Harrow in north-west London, United Kingdom on 13 January 2015. This 
paper looks at the site investigation undertaken of the resultant damage.

KEYWORDS
Harrow, London, Tornado, January, 2015

GENERAL BACKGROUND
A large complex area of low pressure was situated to the north of the UK on Tuesday  
13 January 2015. A cold front passed over north-west London at around 0100 GMT  
leaving behind it a showery airmass with embedded troughs. One of these troughs  
(Figure 1) moved through the London area around 1300 GMT from the west-south-west.  
A maximum precipitation rate of 15.2 mmh-1 was recorded nearby in Watford by the 
author at 1302 GMT. Doppler radar observed a number of south-west to north-east  
orientated lines of cyclonic shear with small vortices along the shear lines. The strongest 
of these moved over Harrow just before 1307 GMT with an observed radar vortex of  
1-2 km which the tornado was likely embedded within (M. Clark, pers comm.).
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Figure 2. Damaged garage on Grafton Road, T1 damage.

DAMAGE SURVEY
TORRO was alerted to the report of a possible tornado in Harrow, north-west  
London, shortly before 1315 GMT from reports from the London Fire Brigade on the  
afternoon of Tuesday 13 January 2015. A site investigation was carried out on the  
morning of Sunday 18 January 2015 to ascertain if it had been a tornado. Whilst being 
five days after the tornado a lot of damage had been cleared up a trail of damage was 
still evident. Media reports referred to damage to cars but by the time of the investigation 
no damage of this nature was still there.

The initial point of touchdown in Sussex Road, approximately 600 m east of North  
Harrow Station, had a downed fence panel and a dislodged chimney vent.

The house on the junction of Pinner View and Grafton Road had tile damage. Further 
down Grafton Road a garage had suffered severe damage (Figure 2), which was widely 
circulated in the local and national media, although it didn’t look a particularly sturdy 
structure so the overall rating of the tornado was not as high as may have initially been 
thought based on the media reports.

There was further ridge tile damage on Chandos Road and Althorpe Road. One house 
on Beresford Road had some roof damage.
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Figure 3. Damaged tree in Harrow recreation ground, taken looking upwind of the track,  
T1 damage

There was very minor tree damage on the western side of Harrow recreation ground and 
on the eastern side of Harrow recreation ground a small tree had been twisted at the 
base pointing to the left of the direction of travel (Figure 3).

Heading further east ridge tile damage was evident in Radnor Avenue (Figure 4).  
Further tile damage was found in Rusland Park Road and the possible remnants of  
a removed tree. Whilst there was tree debris in the road and the reports had stated five 
trees had been brought down whatever was there had been completely removed prior 
to the visit so could not be confirmed. Google Street View images showed this tree had  
been present as recently as June 2014. Torver Road to the east again had more tile 
damage.

TORRO received a report of damage to the roof of Harrow Civic Centre but no damage 
could be seen from ground level.

A couple of panels were blown in at an industrial building before the tornado crossed 
the West Coast Mainline (Figure 5) approximately 250 m south-east of Harrow &  
Wealdstone Station.
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Figure 4. Damaged ridge tiles in Radnor Avenue, T1 damage.

Figure 5. Damage to an industrial building, taken looking downwind of the track, T1 damage.
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Figure 6. Fence damage on Forward Drive, T1 damage.

Figure 7. Tile damage on Burnham Close, T1-2 damage.
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At this point the tornado appeared to have made a 90 degree turn to the left before 
damaging two separate adjacent areas of fences on the edge of the carpark of Harrow 
Leisure Centre (one area pictured in Figure 8) before another 90 degree turn back to 
the right.
Figure 8. Fence and vegetation damage in Harrow Leisure Centre carpark, T1 damage.

The tornado then crossed over the carpark before causing extensive damage to a tree 
next to the tennis courts (Figure 9). In this same location two trees were also partially 
debarked (Figure 10). There may have been damage further on; however due to a lack 
of time the area further to the east-north-east was unable to be investigated, but nothing 
obvious was noticed in the vicinity of the area it would have moved over. Had the tornado 
carried on any further it would have crossed Wealdstone cemetery before moving back 
over a residential area.
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Figure 9. Heavily damaged tree and two debarked trees in the grounds of Harrow Leisure Centre, 
T1-2 damage.

Figure 10. Debarked tree in the grounds of Harrow Leisure Centre, T1-2 damage.
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CONCLUSION
Shortly before 1315 GMT on Tuesday 13 January 2015 a tornado hit Harrow. Tornadic  
damage was found along a track from Headstone South in the London Borough of  
Harrow to Wealdstone in the London Borough of Harrow. This track had a sharp zigzag 
towards the end of the track where the most severe damage was done (Figure 11). 
When the damage points were joined up in a line there appeared to have been a slight 
cyclonic curvature in the track. Part way along the track (midway between Figures 3 and 
4 as shown on the map in Figure 11) the tornado appeared to have been deflected to the 
right whilst maintaining a slight cyclonic curvature. At this point the land to the left of the 
tornado rose by a few metres but it is unknown if was the cause of the change of track.
 
The total track length was 2.35 km (An L4 rating - see Table 1b for full scale). 
A track width of 40-50 m was found along the length of the track, a maximum 
width of 50 m being a W5 rating. This gave a total track area of 0.1175 km2 (An 
A4 rating) using a width of 50 m. The tornado generally moved in a west-south-
west to east-north-east direction. The damage reached an intensity of T1-2  
(33-41 ms-1).

Figure 11. Tornado track. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 
2014.
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Table 1a The International Tornado Intensity Scale and wind speed (T).

Scale Number Wind Speed (T)
0 17-24 ms-1

1 25-32 ms-1

2 33-41 ms-1

3 42-51 ms-1

4 52-61 ms-1

5 62-72 ms-1

6 73-83 ms-1

7 84-95 ms-1

8 96-107 ms-1

9 108-120 ms-1

10 121-134 ms-1

 
Tornadoes of strength T0, T1, T2, T3 are termed weak tornadoes.
Those reaching T4, T5, T6, T7 are strong tornadoes.
T8, T9, T10, T11 are violent tornadoes.

Table 1b The International Tornado Intensity Scale and track length, track width and track area.

Scale Number Track Length (L) Track Width (W) Track Area (A)
0 ≤215 m ≤2.1 m ≤464 m²

1 216-464 m 2.2-4.6 m 465-2150 m²

2 465-999 m 4.7-9.9 m 2160-9990 m²

3 1.0-2.1 km 10-21 m 0.01-0.046 km²

4 2.2-4.6 km 22-46 m 0.047-0.21 km²

5 4.7-9.9 km 47-99 m 0.22-0.99 km²

6 10-21 km 100-215 m 1.0-4.6 km²

7 22-46 km 216-464 m 4.7-21 km²

8 47-99 km 465-999 m 22-99 km²

9 100-215 km 1.0-2.1 km 100-464 km²

10 216-464 km 2.2-4.6 km ≥465 km²

Dr. G. Terence Meaden devised the International Tornado Intensity Scale in 1972 to categorise 
wind speeds of tornadoes.
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